SECONDARY SCAVENGER HUNT

Welcome to AVAM's 21st original mega-exhibition, THE BIG HOPE SHOW -- an exhibit that champions the transformative power of hope. Explore the 2nd floor gallery and be inspired by our visionary artists and their art!

1. Find a piece of artwork that uses bright colors. How do these colors make you feel?

2. Artist Romaine Samworth has what disability that makes her art-making process unique?

3. Artist Bobby Adams' photography often documents the working process of what Baltimore filmmaker?

4. Many of our Big Hope artists use images of birds in their work. Find three works of art that feature an image of a bird. Write the name of the artworks, and what material you think the bird is made out of, in the space below.
   1. 
   2. 
   3.
5. How many of Nada Stone’s angelic seals are there in the yearly calendar?

6. Name five everyday objects that you can find in artist Candy Cummings’ artwork.
   1.
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.

7. Find a work of art with people in it.
   1. Who are these people?

   2. Why are they together?

   3. What do you think their story is?
8. Find a work of art that expresses a strong emotion. What emotions do you see in it?

9. Name three things that Philip Carey uses to make his artwork.

1. 

2. 

3. 

10. Find a piece of artwork that makes you feel hopeful. Why does the artwork make you feel this way?